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Who should take this Course
•This course is for licensed or certified driver education classroom teachers and in-car
driving instructors who would like to provide teens with crash-reduction EXPERIENCES.
• The number one reason cited for teen crashes is “lack of experience.” You will learn how
to provide teens with over 600 experiences scientifically structured to cultivate safe habits.
Structure of Course
This is a self-paced online course. Performance will take place independently with a
combination of virtual behind-the-wheel and online activities. Course materials, which
consist of a DVD and Partnership for EXPERT Driving book, are included with enrollment.
Rationale for the Course
Today’s teens learn differently from those of the past. You will acquire classroom and in-car
activities to allow teens to demonstrate responsibility in controlling their driving space. There
are four major innovations in this course that will enhance your program. Teens will learn:
1. From DVD activities how to practice and master behaviors into habit.
2. How to use a patented “Selective Attention Matrix” for situational awareness.
3. How to be responsible for developing their space-management skills into habit.
4. How to find, solve, and control the “critical second” that precedes a crash.
You will experience classroom and in-car activities that can be incorporated into your
current program. You will learn the language of space management that allows teens to be
mentally prepared before performing in-car. You will learn the root cause of crashes and
how easy they are to avoid, whether caused by the “other driver” or by oneself.
Comments from teens performing the DVD activities in a Driver Ed class:
“I enjoyed it because it was very involving. Solving the challenges was a fun activity and a
good way to learn.”
“I think the activity was interesting and demonstrated the concept of searching in a simple
manner.”
“I like it because it allowed you to actually be interactive and I find that sticks in your head
more than reading.”
Click link for enrollment info: h"p://tenhabits-‐zerocrashes.eventbrite.com
To enroll with a Purchase Order, or for more Information, Contact: info@NIDB.org

